mRNA WILL QUICKLY CATCH UP--THE TARGETS ARE UNLIMITED
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Although mRNA-based therapies have caught people’s attention in the last few years as vaccines for cancer and infectious diseases, recent announcements suggest mRNA is gaining traction in protein replacement therapy too. Arcturus Therapeutics Inc. has disclosed mRNA therapeutic programs based on delivery systems that produce high protein expression in animal models and hold promise for low toxicity, but the biggest hurdles will be targeting the relevant tissues and sustaining mRNA levels long enough to create viable therapeutics.

Arcturus is basing its mRNA platform on the premise that extending the molecules’ persistence in the plasma, in part by reducing their toxicity, would present a competitive platform and build on its siRNA expertise. Arcturus’ LUNAR™ (Lipid-enabled and Unlocked Nucleomonomer Agent RNA) delivery system employs a proprietary technologies to achieve potent and safe delivery of all RNA modalities. The LUNAR delivery system is completely differentiated from other competing technologies. For example whereas most formulations have dose-limiting toxicity that caps delivery at about 3 mg/kg, Arcturus’ technology allows for the safe delivery of siRNA and mRNA such as levels ≥ 30 mg/kg. Arcturus has also used different LUNAR formulations to deliver mRNA for a variety of proteins in vitro and in vivo to the liver (both hepatocytes and stellate cells), lung and tumors.

There are five key issues in the field of messenger RNA therapeutics:

1) Limited ‘composition of matter’ IP around the API mRNA
2) Insufficient delivery of mRNA, especially in primates
3) Insufficient stability of nanoparticles that contain mRNA
4) Short half-life of mRNA after it is delivered into the target cell
5) Decreased potency after repeat dosing observed

Arcturus has addressed all of the above issues

1) UNA Oligomer™ (Unlocked Nucleomonomer Agent):
   • mUNA (UNA modified mRNA) chemistry—composition of matter IP provisional applications submitted
2) LUNAR: effective delivery of multiple mRNA constructs in NHPs
3) LUNAR-mRNA particles are stable utilizing a trade secret process with stabilizing excipients
4) mUNA: UNA modified mRNA (mUNA) significantly improves longevity/AUC compared to conventional mRNA
5) LUNAR delivery provides consistent potency after repeat dosing

The next step is to advance LUNAR technology into a human trial, expected to begin this year with the goal of demonstrating safety, tolerability and biological proof of concept. Arcturus has completed its pre-investigational new drug application meeting with the FDA and gained alignment with the agency on its clinical plan.
UNA and LUNAR™ Will Revolutionize RNA Medicines